CATHODE & GATE LEAD KITS

1. WIRE COMPOSITION:
   AWG 22, TINNED COPPER STRANDED WIRE WITH ETFE INSULATION RATED TO 125° C.

2. LEAD COLORS:
   RED (CATHODE) AND YELLOW (GATE). RED LEAD IS POSITIONED NEXT TO KEY ON BLACK POLARIZED HOUSING.

3. RECEPTACLES:
   FEMALE TERMINAL WITH LOCKING TAB FITS .11 x .03 IN. BLADES.

### LEAD KIT TO ORDER | ORDER FOR MODULE | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | ---
LEAD KIT #NK | LD43–ND43–CD63–PD43 (FULL CONTROL) | LEAD SET 1 & LEAD SET 2 – ONE EACH/MODULE
LEAD KIT #NL | LD42–LS43–ND42–CD62 (HALF CONTROL) | LEAD SET 1 – ONE/MODULE
LEAD KIT #NM | LD47–ND47–CD67–PS43 (HALF CONTROL) | LEAD SET 2 – ONE/MODULE

1. WIRE COMPOSITION:
   AWG 22, TINNED COPPER STRANDED WIRE WITH ETFE INSULATION RATED TO 125° C.

2. LEAD COLORS:
   RED (CATHODE) AND YELLOW (GATE). DOT WITH INSULATED TERMINALS.

3. RECEPTACLES:
   FEMALE TERMINAL WITH NYLON INSULATOR THAT FITS .11 x .03 IN. BLADE.

### LEAD KIT TO ORDER | ORDER FOR MODULE | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | ---
LEAD KIT #MQ | CD43 (FULL CONTROL) | TWO RED & TWO YELLOW LEADS PER MODULE
LEAD KIT #MR | CD42–CD47 (HALF CONTROL) | ONE RED AND ONE YELLOW LEAD PER MODULE